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When venturing into the wild, the scope and quantity of accompanying personal equipment is              

often dependent upon one's mode of transportation to and from the intended destination as              

well as the inherent nature of that destination. Understanding this, there is one item that               

must, without fail, always be part of one's gear: a high-quality knife. If you are ever foolish                 

enough to enter the wilderness without a good knife, well, bears and other carnivores have to                

eat, too.  Such is survival of the fittest.  

OVERVIEW 

 

The physical appearance and appeal of this knife are captivating. The blade is substantial and               

authoritative. It is clearly capable of making short work of the toughest jobs. The blade is                

heavy and well-balanced and can be wielded easily. The cutting edge is viciously sharp, and the                

tip is strong and reinforced by a substantial amount of steel. It will pierce easily. The blade is                  

coated with Wilson's famous Armor-Tuff finish, well known for its properties of protection and              

durability.  The finish is uniform and smooth.  

 

HANDLE 

 

The handle consists of two panels of G10. G10 is an epoxy-filled composite reinforced with               

glass fibers. The result of this conglomeration is a highly durable material that is impervious to                

the elements, including many acids and oils. The panels also provide a palm swell for additional                

gripping ability along with comfortable and practical finger grooves.  

 

The fit of the grip panels to the knife's tang is superb. They conform beautifully to the tang's                  

dimensions, clearly indicating quality production. It takes time and precise effort to successfully             

attach grip panels. No effort was spared. The panels are adorned with two round metal               

medallions. The left panel displays the bladesmith's crest while the right side is that of Wilson                

Combat.  

 

BLADE 



 

The overall length of the knife is right at 11.25". The blade itself measures 6" and its thickness                  

is a substantial .220". This is one solid piece of steel. The blade is a clip point, offering an                   

enhanced level of control when piercing and/or slicing. 

 

The blade is made of CPM 154 steel. Crucible Particle Metallurgy (CPM) 154 steel is a product                 

of Crucible Industries of New York. While there is no individual blade steel that can legitimately                

be described as 'best', CPM154 is recognized as being premium blade material. This blade is               

hollow ground, which is one of several styles of grinds available to bladesmiths. The most               

significant aspect of a hollow ground blade is that this process creates an extremely sharp               

cutting edge.  

 

Among its many other attributes, this knife offers thumb serrations and an exposed tang. The               

thumb serrations are located atop the spine just in front of the grip panels. They allow the user                  

to apply increased downward pressure while slicing difficult objects without the risk of one’s              

thumb slipping off.  

 

The exposed tang and lanyard hole are highly practical features. If one is working over water or                 

an elevated position to such an extent that dropping the knife could result in its loss, and                 

thereby potentially invite one's demise, then being able to attach a lanyard is of critical value.                

The tang is clearly capable of breaking through tempered glass. It can also be used to pound or                  

smash a variety of things limited only to one's needs. 

  

SHEATH 

 

The accompanying Spec-Ops sheath is ideal for the V1 Pro. The materials used to manufacture               

the sheath are very high quality, the workmanship is designed for rugged use, and it possesses                

a high level of versatility. It is American made. A covered pouch is attached to the front of the                   

sheath capable of holding a variety of items such as a single or double stack pistol magazine, a                  

Leatherman-style multi-tool, a compact flashlight, para-cord or a life-saving fire-starting kit. A            

perfect sheath for the perfect knife. 

 

DURABILITY 

 

During my examination of this knife, the blade, cutting edge and tip were subjected to over a                 

dozen grueling trials designed to reveal their full potential, or shortcomings. These procedures             

were abusive and should not be performed as a normal course of action. Doing so could void                 

the knife's warranty and may cause irreparable damage.  

 



One of the three most destructive tests involved piercing the blade’s tip through a section of                

sheet metal that had been laid on the ground. A mallet was used to drive the entire blade                  

through the metal and into the ground all the way to the hilt: three times. Aside from causing                  

some abrasions to the blade’s finish, the tip and cutting edge held up well.  

 

Approximately one inch of the blade and tip were secured into a bench vise. Physical energy                

was applied in an attempt to see if the tip would break. It did not. The tip and blade survived                    

with no issues.  

 

A solid block of ice was then used to determine the strength of the cutting edge. Using as much                   

energy as I could muster, I delivered five heavy blows to the block. Upon completion, I found                 

no rolling or other signs of edge deformation. For a knife having a hollow grind, this was a nice                   

thing to see. Generally, knives with this type of grind tend to have very sharp, but thin, cutting                  

edges which can render them prone to damage. In this instance, however, I am convinced that                

the massive amount of steel supporting the edge is what gave it its exceptional strength.  

 

Upon completion of these tribulations, the blade reflected a number of scrapes, scratches, and              

blemishes – as certainly was to be expected. To reestablish the luster of the cutting edge, I                 

coated a number of Q-tips with Semi-Chrome polish and dressed it until it looked good as new.                 

Don’t try this at home. Having one’s fingers in such close proximity to a sharp edge is not a                   

good idea. I then applied Wilson’s Lite Oil onto the blade and worked it in with some four-ought                  

steel wool. This did a nice job of removing many of the abrasions. While evidence of these                 

trials remains, overall Wilson’s Armor Tuff coating did a very nice job of protecting the blade.  

  

WARRANTY 

 

The bladesmith offers a lifetime warranty as long as the knife is not abused. Simple enough and                 

fair enough.  Wilson Combat can re-sharpen the knife should the need arise.  

 

CLOSING COMMENTS 

 

When it comes to selecting a knife, quality, function and performance must always take a front                

seat to appearance. The Wilson/Woods VP 1 Pro offers the very best of both worlds. This knife                 

is solid, finely-crafted, well-designed for the field, and is as tough as a Texas Ranger. It also                 

looks great. I am totally convinced that this knife is the top pick of the liter and I’d be                   

comfortable taking it anywhere.  

 


